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BOOK #1: Preppers Pantry: 55 Most
Popular Convenience Food for Tasty Life
Saving Meals Even in the worst disaster,
you can use the act of preparing and eating
meals to offer a slice of normalcy and
comfort to your entire family. Nutrition is
important, but its just as critical to make
sure that you can provide that comfort to
your family in a stressful emergency
situation.
This book will teach you
about:How to incorporate a variety of
different fruits into your diet when theyre
not
available
freshEnhancing
and
increasing the quality of convenience
foodsFinding
a
balance
between
ready-to-eat meals and shelf-stable
ingredientsMaximizing
your
familys
comfort in an emergency situation through
foodBeing creative and flexible with what
you have on handMuch, much more!
BOOK #2: Preppers Hacks: 55 Amazing
Safety Survival Hacks By reading this
book you will come to know how to make
a ship with soda bottles and jugs to
displace from the river. Moreover, this
book is also an aiding guide. You can learn
how to heal up the bleeding wounds, how
to stop the rapid flowing blood, how to
maintain B.P and how to give help to a
victim of cardiac arrest at time of survival.
Lets have a fantastic look over the basic
topics of this book:Amazing tactics for life
saving survival hackers55 amazing safety
survival hacks Win the fight between life
and death BOOK #3: EMP Survival: 26
Steps on How to Increase Your Safety in
Case of EMP and Solar Flares An EMP
blast, or electromagnetic pulse, is one of
the absolute worst disasters that can happen
to civilization today. Not only are we in
constant threat from religious extremists,
who have the ability to build these
weapons with no problem, but we also
have a giant fusion reactor constantly
throwing highly ionized atoms our way.
These are called CMEs, or coronal mass
ejections, which our sun is due up for very
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soon. When this situation happens you can
expect no more technology, power, or
internet. Pretty much the foundation of
humanity right now. Dont allow yourself to
be caught off guard, which can mean
almost certain death.Things arent always
going to go your way, but with these tips
you can definitely increase your odds of
survival exponentially. Here is what you
will learn after reading this book:Ways to
increase transportationHow a Faraday cage
will protect youThe medical items you
needHow potassium iodine can protect
your thyroid
BOOK #4: Preppers
Blueprint: Practical Preparedness Steps for
Jungle Survival This book will give you an
idea and step by step guideline that will
help you to survive in the jungle. This book
covers some exclusive tips and tricks that
are must have items for the survivals of the
jungle. Get ready to discover the secrets of
surviving in the jungle! Here is what you
will learn after reading this book:Quick
idea about the essential equipment that will
help you to surviveThe ways to manage
fresh water in the jungleMange shelter and
safe foods in Jungle Quicksand is very
common in jungle, how you can survive if
you face quicksand?Quick demonstration
about the dangers of jungle Getting Your
FREE Bonus Download this book, and
find BONUS: Your FREE Gift chapter
right after the introduction or after the
conclusion.
Download your copy of
Preppers Survival Box Set by scrolling up
and clicking Buy Now With 1-Click
button.
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